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I. Background & Introduction

Every year there are far too many laboratory accidents, in undergraduate teaching labs, graduate
research labs, industrial testing labs, medical labs, and others.  These accidents continue to occur
in spite of the most modern safety policies and training practices.  Of course some accidents can
never be avoided, but far too many occur because people have  become complacent or forgetful
of the safe procedures that they have been taught.

On the other hand, anyone who has ever experienced an accident is likely to remember that
experience far longer than any set of written safety rules.  Obviously we can’t deliberately
involve our students in real accidents just to emphasize the importance of safety, but we can let
them experience virtual accidents, through the use of virtual reality, ( VR )[1-7].  These virtual
accidents will not have the same impact as real accidents, but they will have a more long lasting
effect than written rules on paper.

One of the major goals of this project is to create a series of virtual accidents that will have as
broad an impact as possible on a world-wide scale.  This goal implies delivering the simulations
via the world wide web, either in the form of simulations runnable directly from the web or in
the form of downloadable packages.  A second goal is to explore and experiment with the
different viable formats, to determine which is/are most applicable for this type of application,
and also to reach a wider audience through multi-platform support.

The Virtual Reality Laboratory Accident project is currently being implemented by students in
the Virtual Reality Undergraduate Projects Laboratory ( VRUPL ) at the University of Illinois at
Chicago in conjunction with students from the Department of Chemical Engineering at the
University of Michigan at Ann Arbor.  This work extends and continues previous work done by
the authors under the Virtual Reality in Chemical Engineering Laboratory ( VRiChEL ) at the
University of Michigan [8-13].  The VRiChEL web site ( including free downloads of completed
simulations ) has been moved to UIC, where it is being maintained by VRUPLers as a sub-page
of the VRUPL web site, http://www.vrupl.uic.edu.  VRUPL has been set up as an undergraduate
satellite to the graduate research Electronic Visualization Laboratory ( http://www.evl.uic.edu )
under the direction of Dr. Thomas Defanti, and receives both financial and technical support
from that group, as well as enjoying a synergistic relationship with the graduate research
projects, students, and seminars. P
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II. Site Layout

A web site has been developed for the laboratory accidents project ( as a sub-page under
http://www.vrupl.evl.uic.edu ) with the general layout shown in Figure 1.  The main page
introduces users to the site, describes the overall goals of the project, personnel, etc., and
provides links to four sub pages.  Two are logistical, and one is a page containing links to a
broad range of external safety-related web sites, such as OSHA, NIOSH, MSDS repositories, etc.

Main VRUPL web page
 ( Virtual Reality Undergraduate Projects Laboratory )

http://www.vrupl.evl.uic.edu

VRiChEL web pages
( Virtual Reality in

Chemical Engineering
Laboratory )

Virtual Reality
Laboratory
Accidents
Main Page

Other
Relevant
Pages

About the
Project

( Main Page )

Virtual Reality
Laboratory 
Accidents

Table

External 
Safety Links

( OSHA, etc. )

Contact
Information

Numerous links to Accident Simulations, in a variety of executable and downloadable formats,
plus pages describing safety rules in details and links to accident-specific external sites

Figure 1: Virtual Lab Accidents Web Site Layout

The fourth main sub page leads to the accident simulations, through a table of related links.
Each row of the table corresponds to a different safety rule or scenario, and the different columns
of the table provide links to different simulation formats.  The first column of the table states the
rule for that row, and provides a link to a page discussing the rule in greater depth.  Some of the
simulation formats can be run directly from the web, and for these there is a concluding web
page that provides feedback and links to the rule page and relevant external web sites ( which are
also linked from the rule page, whether or not the simulation format chosen runs from the web. )
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III. Formats Developed

In accordance with the second major goal of this project, a number of different formats have
been considered for development.  In exploring these formats, there are several competing
criteria to be considered:

• The desire to reach a wide audience by having simulations that run directly from the
web, regardless of the users’ computer hardware or operating system.

• The desire to produce VR simulation with high degrees of believability and realism,
containing high level of detail, running at real-time speeds, and supporting a variety
of VR-related hardware devices.

• Leveraging our efforts by producing different versions of the same simulations,
thereby reaching multiple platforms with little additional effort.

• Exposing students to a variety of development environments and tools.

The following formats have either been implemented or are planned for future evaluation:

• VRML:  The Virtual Reality Modeling Language, ( VRML ) [14, 15], is an extension
to the standard HTML that provides for the description of, and interaction with,
animated three-dimensional objects.  The benefit of this format is that it is instantly
available to anyone with the proper plug-in, directly over the web, and is
( theoretically ) platform and browser independent.  The down side is that it tends to
be relatively slow, is not really as platform and browser independent as its proponents
claim, and does not support the use of special VR hardware such as head-mounted
displays ( yet ).

• Binary executable programs:  We are using C/C++ programming and the
WorldToolKit ( WTK ) software library from Sense8 corporation [16] to produce
binary executable versions of many of the simulations.  These run faster than VRML
and support a variety of special devices, but are completely platform dependant and
must be downloaded and installed on a user’s computer before use.  It is, however,
relatively simple to produce multiple versions for different platforms, which we have
done ( Windows NT, Windows 9X, Silicon Graphics Irix ).

• WorldUp:  WorldUp is another product from Sense8 that utilizes a graphical
development environment and Basic scripting instead of C programming.  There is a
plug-in available to run WorldUp programs directly from a web browser, and it also
supports the use of VR hardware ( WorldUp is based on WorldToolKit as the
underlying engine. )  We have recently completed our first WorldUp simulation, and
have not yet determined if special hardware is supported when running it via the web
plug-in, but suspect not.

• Java3D:  Java3D is a Java package that supports the description of, and interaction
with, animated three-dimensional objects, either as a stand alone program or as a web
applet [17].  This format is planned as a future area of exploration and development.
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IV. “Completed” Simulations

Figure 2: Scenes From Completed Simulations:
Top Row: a.) Safety Glasses. b.) Proper Storage. c.) Secure Gas Cylinders.

Bottom Row:  d.) No Food or Drink. e.) Keep Aisleways Clear. f.) SafeHunt.

The following simulations have been completed as of January 2001, in at least their first draft
and in at least one format.  Some but not all of these have been placed on the web for public
access.

• Always Wear Safety Glasses ( Figure 2a ):  This was our first lab accident, and has
now been completed in both VRML and WTK formats.  Users choose whether to
obey or disobey the rule, and then enter the lab.  Approaching an experiment causes a
hose to break loose, spraying the user and resulting in either dirty glasses or
blindness.  In the latter case the screen fades to red and then black, and the simulation
freezes, emphasizing that there are no “do-overs” when eyesight is lost.

• Always Store Materials Properly ( Figure 2b ):  This VRML simulation requires
students to clean up a lab by moving items from the lab bench to their proper storage
locations.  If they do not clean up within a certain time, or if they store items
improperly ( acids with bases, flammables outside of the flammables cabinet, etc. ),
then the lab explodes with a fiery flash and a hair-raising scream.

• Securely Fasten Compressed Gas Cylinders ( Figure 2c ):  This was our first use of
the WorldUp format, and includes a compressed gas cylinder that is not securely
fastened.  As the user approaches, the nozzle breaks loose, turning the cylinder into a
torpedo that proceeds to fly around the lab causing damage.

• No Food or Drink Allowed ( Figure 2d ):  This VRML simulation involves a soda can
sitting under a leaky hose.  If the user disregards the rules and drinks from the can,
then their view of the room spins before moving to face-up on the floor, and the
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screen fades to black.  Discarding the can instead will result in a small trash fire and a
concluding warning message ( future work ).

• Keep Aisleways Clear ( Figure 2e ):  In this VRML simulation a small explosion
occurs, requiring the user to exit the lab promptly before it fills with smoke.  If they
have followed the rule and kept the aisles clear, then they are able to get out on time,
but if they have not, then they get stuck in the lab and die.  This simulation includes
graphic photos of an industrial accident victim whose injuries were partially caused
by his inability to get out of a cluttered lab as quickly as his colleagues.

• SafeHunt ( Figure 2f ):  This WTK simulation is not really a lab accident, but rather a
safety analysis of a polyether polyol pilot plant, as described previously [11].  It is
included on the VR Lab Accidents web site to increase its visibility and accessibility.

V. Future Work

The most significant future plan for this project is the development of a reactor accident
simulation, in which students must design and operate a reactor properly in order to avoid an
explosion.  This simulation will be more extensive, requiring rigorous engineering calculations
on the part of the students to ensure safe performance.  In addition we intend to augment the
existing pool of lab accidents with additional scenarios and formats, and to refine and improve
all existing simulations.

VI. Conclusions

A web site ( under http://www.vrupl.evl.uic.edu ) has been developed and populated with a
number of virtual lab accidents in a variety of formats.  It is believed that these accidents will
have more impact on users than written rules, although not as much as real accidents.
Continuing work includes additional simulations and the enhancement of current products.
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